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1 Introduction

In the National Fire Service (Polish Fire Service) after
each fire-brigade emergency (intervention) is made
electronic and paper documentation. The form of this
documentation is governed by the regulation [4].The
electronic version is stored in the event evidence system
EWIDSTAT [1,2]. Part of the electronic version, the field
entitledDescriptive data for the information of event, was
proposed as a source of cases. These cases are processed
in the Case Based Reasoning CBR system [30,17]. CBR
is a basic platform of prototype Decision Support
Systems DSS such as Hybrid Decision Support System
HDSS [32,22]. Using natural language the commanders
of rescue operation in theDescriptive data for the
information of eventfield, describe different aspects of
the surveillance activities such as: neutralization process
hazard, type of equipment, description of the event place,
type of intervention, meteorological conditionsetc. [4].
So, this section contains information that can be stored in
the CBR system. These cases can be used by commanders
to support a decision making in the rescue action.
Research conducted by the author showed that the direct
adaptation of the descriptions from theDescriptive data
for the information of eventfield as a case of CBR system
is limited [23]. This limitation results from the ability to
search information in such cases by commanders. During
the mapping of information from paper to electronic

documentation, semantic information is lost i.e. meaning
of the sentence is lost. FieldDescriptive data for the
information of eventon paper documentation is divided
into six subsections:description of the emergency actions
(hazards and difficulties, worn out and damaged
equipment), description of the units arrived to the place
of accident, description of what was destroyed or burned,
weather conditions, conclusions and comments arising
from the conduct of rescue operationsand other
comments about the data filled in form for the event. In
the EWIDSTAT system there is no such subsections
division and a single report is written - semantic
information is lost - there is no possibility to find
information in the appropriate subsections and limit the
search to a particular subsections. As a result, when
searching the electronic section, the commander may get
unexpected results, for example: query in the form of
hydrants Mickiewicza streetmay request the information
not only about thehydrantsbut also of all the rescue and
firefighting actions on this street [23]. This problem will
be solved by-developed system for structuring the
Descriptive data for the information of an eventfield. The
author has developed a system that implements text
mining process. Thanks to this system unstructured report
which is described in natural language is transformed into
a semi-structured (the first step of analysis) and fully
structured report (the second step of analysis).
Semi-structured report is further expressed in natural
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language, but it has a semantic annotations. Are partially
restored, the original sections of a paper documentation
i.e. Descriptive data for the information of eventfield.
This first step of analysis improves the quality of
information retrieval and enables further information
transformation to a fully structured form. This form is a
model as attribute-value. Using this model can be stored
and extract the information about for examplewater
points - hydrants. In this case, rather than phrases in
natural language descriptions such ashydrants number
1234 Mickiewicz street efficientare available structured
descriptions of attribute-value for exampleidentifier =
1234, localization.streetName = Mickiewicza, isEfficient
= True. In this article author describes the first step of
structuring theDescriptive data for the information of
eventfield. The author has defined structuring as a kind of
information extraction [24,25], which relies on the
recovery of semantic information, contextQ or otherwise
the meaning of the text segment. Termsegmentusing in
this article is a synonym ofsentencewhich is a part of the
wider text document. The segment has a definite
beginning and end. The segment usually begins with a
capital letter and ends with a dot or other punctuation.
Finding the meaning in the text segment is done by
setting and then give the label as a semantic class name.
Semantics, i.e. meaning the segment is determined by the
terms that make up the segment. Meaning is defined by a
function describing the combination of individual terms
in the segment. Meaning the segment, is determined on
the basis of function the classification model in the field
of artificial intelligence. So understood structuring is an
intermediate form between the classification of entire text
documents and the study of individual terms. In thetext
mining, classification, text documents are usually
considered as a set of terms represented by the matrix in a
vector space or by using graph [29,26,8]. At the stage of
pre-processing of text documents is filtered information
as for instance: unnecessary alphanumeric characters (”,” ,
”.” , ”’” etc.), terms from stop list etc. Text mining
process usually ignores the study of grammar and
morphology depending on the level of individual terms.
These research areas are the domain of natural language
processing NLP [31,13]. Optionally NLP is
complementary to the pre-processing of text documents
by providing solutions such as: morpho-syntactic
operation, tokenization, lematization, stemming etc.
However, both the first and second approach is
insufficient in the study conducted by the author (pure
text mining and NLP). This follows from the that they
ignore the study segment, the wider the text as an
independent object that can carry the information itself.

Although the reports are expressed in natural
language the author did not apply NLP tools for deep
parsing of text (part of speech, morpho-syntactic
operation etc.). The author did not apply this tool to
classify due to the ambitious objective of the experiment.
The aim was to create a ”light” version of the tool to
structuring theDescriptive data for the information of an

eventfield. This tool would use the word (n-grams) and
optionally information about the structure of the report
(the report length and position classified segment in the
report) without time-consuming NLP tools to deep
parsing. Moreover, the use of these tools in the process of
classification and study of their impact on this process is
planned for future author’s studies. In this article, the
author proposes a ”light” tool to structure the text based
on the text mining technique and author’s classifier.
Structuring is achieved through the classification process
used to find the semantics of the segments. The aim was
therefore to answer the following question: What
describes a segment of the report? Does segment
describe: the place of the event, equipment, damage, etc.?

In section2 of this article author describes the process
of structuring. Author in this section presented at the goal
structuring and explained on the example of proposed
process. Subsequently, author has described, a Set Of
Reference Segments SORS, a software stack for its
processing, selected classifiers and presented the results
of the classification. The study used classifiers: Naive
Bayes,k-nearest neighborsk-nn, Rocchio (centroid) and
authors modifications of centroid classifier. Section3
provides a summary of the research.

2 Structuring text documents

The first stage of structuring was demonstrated with an
example. It was assumed that the description of the event
(report) from the field Descriptive data for the
information of eventhas the following form:
”After arriving at place of accident concluded that the
balcony on three floors open fire burn cabinets, wicker
baskets, rags, windows and facade. The activities
consisted of the administration of two currents of water
on the offensive: 1 out of the land on the balcony, 2 -
staircase led to the apartment. Doors were destroyed
during balancing. The smoke was removed from the room,
place of accident was submitted to the owner —–. The car
to tunk up on the Labiszynskiej street, hydrant number
1673 - efficient.”

The author has established based on the qualitative
analysis descriptions of the events that they can
distinguish five types of classes. The author has created
five classes (semantic classes), after reading about four
thousand reports. By using heuristic rules, author
manually assigned segments to the classes. For example,
the heuristic rule is:if the segment contains the words
associated with the damage then classify this segment to
damage class. As a result of this operation has been
obtained SORS. The names of these classes and segments
classified them approximate the original entries from
paper documentation. These classes may include
segments which build description of the event. These
classes were class:operation, equipment, damage, meteo,
anddescription. After the segmentation of the report (by
the sentence) and classify its various segments to the
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Table 1: Example of semi-structured report. Source: [own
elaboration]

Segment Class (semantic label)

after arriving at place of
accident concluded that the
balcony on three floors open
fire burn cabinets, wicker
baskets, rags, windows and
facade

description

the activities consisted of the
administration of two currents
of water on the offensive: 1 out
of the land on the balcony, 2 -
staircase led to the apartment

operation

doors were destroyed during
balancing

damage

the smoke was removed from
the room, place of accident was
submitted to the owner —–

operation

the car to tunk up on the
labiszynskiej street, hydrant
number 1673 - efficient

equipment

aforementioned classes is obtained semi-structured report
(semi-structured case event). An example of such a
semi-structured report shown in table1.

Table1 presents an example of a semi-structured case
events. This case consists of five parts. Extracted
segments have been classified into four of the five
above-mentioned classes. Article in the following
subsections describe: statistics a Set Of Reference
Segments SORS used for classification, the stack of the
program which implements semantic classification
process, classification of selected models and the results
obtained from the classification process.

2.1 Classification process of text segments

The author selected from the system a collection of
28,8000 records of reports. The author has chosen for
further study in a random 3735 reports. These reports are
divided into segments using the developed program.
Reference collection of 12,753 segments obtained from
the segmentation, manually assigned to classes.
Frequency, percentage of segments in each class, and the
cumulative value of these values presented in table2.

Data from table2 are presented in the Pareto chart.
This chart shows in figure1.

Figure1 presents the distribution of segments of each
class. Segments assigned to the classoperations and
descriptionhave the biggest share in the SORS. These
classes together cover 50% percent of the data. Other
50% percent of the data form a class:equipment, damage
andmeteo.

Table 2: SORS statistic. Source: [own elaboration]

Class Frequency Frequency
cumulative
value

Percent Percent
cumulative
value

operation 4727 4727 37.065788 37.065788
description 4064 8791 31.867012 68.932800
equipment 2148 10939 16.843096 85.775896
damage 949 11888 7.441386 93.217282
meteo 865 12753 6.782718 100

SORS is represented in a vector space using the
term-document matrix (term-segment)A. The author
additionally extended the matrix of meta information.
Meta information describes a class segmentck, the length
of the reportdi (expressed in the count of segments) and
the position p j of segment in the report. These
relationships present equation1.

sn(tm,ck,di , p j) (1)

Where:

–tm - termtm ∈ T asT is a set of terms,
–sn - segmentsn ∈ SasS is a SORS and|S|= 12753,
–ck - class segment andck ∈ C, whereC is a set of
classes andC = {operation, equipment, damage,
meteo, description},

–di - length of the report anddi ∈D, whereD is a set the
length of reports andD = {1, ..., 28},

–p j - segment position in the report andp j ∈ P, where
P is a set of positions andP = {1, ..., 28}.

Expanded term-segment matrix denote asA’. An
example matrix presented in table3.

Table 3: An example expanded term-segment matrixA’. Source:
[own elaboration]

Segments
sn ∈ S

Terms Class
ck ∈
C

Length
di ∈
D

Position
p j ∈
P

t1 t2 ... tm

s1 w1,1 ... ... w1,m c1 2 2
s2 ... ... ... ... c1 1 1
s3 ... ... ... ... c1 3 2
s4 ... ... ... ... c1 3 2
s5 ... ... ... ... c2 2 2
s6 ... ... ... ... c2 3 1
s7 ... ... ... ... c2 1 1
s8 ... ... ... ... c3 1 1
s9 ... ... ... ... c3 2 1
s10 w10,1 ... ... wn,m c3 3 2

Using the ck, di and p j can be separated any
subspaces (segments subspaces or segments subset) from
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Fig. 1: Pareto chart of SORS. Source: [own elaboration, using the package [27]]

the matrixA’ (table 3). The study consisted of reducing
the space by using information aboutdi and p j , and p j
only. The author studied the effect of this limitation on the
classification of the segmentsn to classck. For example:
segmentsx should be classified in one of the classesck.
Segmentsx is described by the termstm and additional
meta information about thedi = 3 and p j = 2, i.e.
sx(cx,di = 3, p j = 2) or additional information only for
p j = 2, i.e. sx(cx, p j = 2). In the presented problem
(example) shows that the space of segments needed to
build a classifier may be limited. In this case, the space
will be limited to three segmentss3, s4 ands10 for di = 3
andp j = 2 and the five segmentss1, s3, s4, s5 ands10 for
p j = 2. Aspect of this limitation concerned the Rocchio
classifier type. Classifiersk-nn and Naive Bayes used
unmodified standard space (meta data were not
considered).

The process of segments classification from SORS was
realized by the process shown in figure2.

Figure 2 presents a plan implemented research and
proposal process for the selection and evaluation of
classifiers. SORS is represented as a matrix of
term-segment (table3). Weights termswn,m take values:
Binary, term frequency TF and term frequency-inverse
document frequency TF-IDF [29,5]. Binary weights were
used when testing of classifiers:k-nn, Naive Bayes
(Bernoulli model), Rocchio and its author’s modification
(section2.2). Weights TF and TF-IDF were used to test
the Rocchio classifier and its modifications. Filter
component reductions or no terms from SORS (its vector
representation). Filter element:

SORS

Evaluation and choice of solutions

Classification

Filter disable

Filter

Linguistic filter

Meta information disable

Meta information

Meta information enable

1. Naive Bayes classifier

2. Methods based on metrics:

- k nearest neighbors k-nn

- weight k-nn

- Rocchio

1. Modifications of Rocchio classifier

{ {
Fig. 2: The process of segments classification. Source: [own
elaboration]

–filter disable - does not reduce terms space (unchanged
space of 16,030 terms),

–linguistic filter - changes the terms space, which after
modifications consist of 10,475 and 8,753 terms.
Modifying the terms space through the use ofn-grams
and lemmatization gives a 10,475 terms. Modification
of the process that uses only lemmatization gives
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8753 terms.N-grams base (e.g. two-grams like a
hydrant numberand tree-gram like abegin process
evacuation) was constructed using the Weka
software [21]. The process of lemmatization use
Morfologic program [3]. Linguistic filter is part of the
construction features(stage feature extraction) in
Knowledge Discovering From Databases KDD [12,
11]. Furthermore, this filter does not have a
component related tofeatures selection[10,18,6,14].
Before applying then-grams base and lemmatization,
is used stop list. From matrixA’ are removed, do not
affect the analysis, terms like”a” , ”and” etc. All of
the above mentioned filter elements consist of reports
pre-processing step.

Segments were processed by the filter encapsulation
or not by meta information. The segments are then
classified. SORS divided so that 80% of the data set was
used for model building classifications and 20% of the
data set was used as a test set. The whole classification
was evaluated by using the10-fold cross validation. The
processing ends with the choice of a classifier model for
semantic structuring reports.

2.2 Classification models

The literature generally describes the type of selected
classifiers:k-nn and weighted version ofk-nn, Naive
Bayes (Bernoulli model) and Rocchio [20,28,15]. For
these reasons, the author presents only six modified
Rocchio classifier which uses the meta information.

2.2.1 Classifier based on the nearest internal subclass
centroid

The first modification Rocchio classifier, based on the
nearest internal subclass centroid, expressed by the
following model:

∆k,i, j =
1

|Sk,i, j |
∑

s∈Sk,i, j

s (2)

Where:

–∆k,i, j - most internal subclass centroid,
–Sk,i, j set of segments, which are segments belong to: a
classck, document lengthdi and positionp j i.e.Sk,i, j =
{s : 〈s,ck,di , p j〉 ∈ S},

–|Sk,i, j | - number of segments for which it is builtk-th
centroid,

–s= sn - segment weightswn,m described by termstm in
the vector space segment.

Based on the such defined centroid is calculated
similarity measure (EuclideandE, CosinedC, JacarddJ
and DicedD) [7,16]

sim(s,∆k,i, j) =











sim(s,∆k,i, j)E = dE
sim(s,∆k,i, j)C = dC
sim(s,∆k,i, j)J = dJ
sim(s,∆k,i, j)D = dD

(3)

The classification of the segmentsx = s of unknown
classcx to one of the classesck is as follows:

sx(di , p j) = argk=1,...,|C|











sim(s,∆k,i, j)E = dE
sim(s,∆k,i, j)C = dC
sim(s,∆k,i, j)J = dJ
sim(s,∆k,i, j)D = dD

(4)

According to equation4 is taken the maximum or
minimum, depending on the metric used, the value of the
similarity between the segmentsx and most internal
subclass centroid∆k,i, j .

The second modification of the classifier does not
differ from the solutions described above. The difference
lies in the construction of a classifier. Information about
the report lengthdi is not considered only positionp j of
segment in the report itself is considered. This difference
lies in the fact thatmost internal subclass centroidhas the
following form:

∆k, j =
1

|Sk, j |
∑

s∈Sk, j

s (5)

Where:

–Sk, j - set of segments, which are segments belong to: a
classck, and positionp j i.e.Sk, j = {s : 〈s,ck, p j〉 ∈ S},

–|Sk, j | - number of segments for which it is builtk-th
centroid,

–s= sn - segment weightswn,m described by termstm in
the vector space segment.

Further process classification is the same as presented
in the above classifier (only centroid∆k,i, j in formulas3
and4 is converted to centroid from formula5 i.e. ∆k, j ).

2.2.2 Classifier based on local weighted nearest subclass
centroid

The third modification Rocchio classifier, based on the on
local weighted nearest subclass centroid, expressed by the
following model:

∆wk,i, j =
∆k+∆k,i +∆k,i, j

3
=

1
|Sk|

∑s∈Sk
s+ 1

|Sk,i |
∑s∈Sk,i

s+ 1
|Sk,i, j |

∑s∈Sk,i, j
s

3
(6)

Where:
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–Sk,i - set of segments, which are segments belong to: a
class ck, and document length di i.e.
Sk,i = {s : 〈s,ck,di〉 ∈ S},

–|Sk,i | - number of segments for which it is builtk-th
centroid.

Further process classification is the same as presented
in the section2.2.1(only centroid∆k,i, j in formulas3 and4
is converted to centroid from formula6 i.e. ∆wk,i, j ).

The fourth modification of the classifier does not
differ from the solutions described above (equation6).
The difference lies in the construction of a classifier.
Information about the report lengthdi is not considered
only position p j of segment in the report itself is
considered. This difference lies in the fact thatlocal
weighted nearest subclass centroidhas the following
form:

∆wk, j =
∆k+∆k, j

2
=

1
|Sk|

∑s∈Sk
s+ 1

|Sk, j |
∑s∈Sk, j

s

2
(7)

Where:

–Sk, j - set of segments, which are segments belong to: a
classck and positionp j i.e.Sk, j = {s : 〈s,ck, p j〉 ∈ S},

–|Sk, j | - number of segments for which it is builtk-th
centroid.

Further process classification is the same as presented
in the section2.2.1(only centroid∆k,i, j in formulas3 and4
is converted to centroid from formula7 i.e. ∆wk, j ).

2.2.3 Classifier based on global nearest-weighted
subclass centroid

The fifth modification Rocchio classifier, based on the
global nearest-weighted subclass centroid, expressed by
the following model:

∆wgk =
∆k+∆wgk,i +∆wgk, j

3
=

1
|Sk|

∑s∈Sk
s+ 1

n ∑n
i=1

1
|Sk,i |

∑s∈Sk,i
s+ 1

m ∑m
j=1

1
|Sk, j |

∑s∈Sk, j
s

3
(8)

Where:

–n - maximum length of the document in the classck,
–m - number of positions that may take a segment in the
classck on grounds of the documentdi .

Further process classification is the same as presented
in the section2.2.1(only centroid∆k,i, j in formulas3 and4
is converted to centroid from formula8 i.e. ∆wgk).

The sixth modification of the classifier does not differ
from the solutions described above (equation8). The

difference lies in the construction of a classifier. This
difference lies in the fact thatglobal nearest-weighted
subclass centroidhas the following form:

∆wgk =
∆k+∆wgk, j

3
=

1
|Sk|

∑s∈Sk
s+ 1

m ∑m
j=1

1
|Sk, j |

∑s∈Sk, j
s

3
(9)

Further process classification is the same as presented
in the section2.2.1(only centroid∆k,i, j in formulas3 and4
is converted to centroid from formula9 i.e. ∆wgk).

2.3 Classification results

This section was collected, presented and discussed the
best classification results for the classifiers (section2.2).
The research used the space of terms:

–the whole space of terms consisting 16,030 terms,
–the reduced space of terms in the text preprocessing.
This preprocessing uses a lemmatization andn-grams
database (10,475 terms) and doesnt usen-grams
database (8215 terms).

Below the author presents the best indicators obtained
with each classifier:k-nn, Bayesian and Rocchio with or
without modification. All descriptions are listed together
by weight binary terms. This summary presents the
table4.

Data that are presented in table4 visualized using
appropriate graphs (asterisk in the table indicates that the
results are consistent). The author has created a separate
chart of the F-measure. This chart presents a summary of
the classification results usingk-nn classifier. Author
examined the weighted and unweighted version this
classifier, depending on the number of equations
describing a set of segments. These charts presented in
figure 3. Author also created the recall and precision
charts for the best coefficients obtained from the
classification process using the selected classifiers. Figure
4 presents these charts.

Figure3 shows a comparison of classification results
obtained usingk-nn classifier. This figure shows that the
use of n-grams base much worse classification results.
The set of segments consisting of 8215 or 1630 terms
gives better classification results than a collection
consisting of 10475 terms. The difference between these
solutions is 4% coefficient of F-measure. Weighting for
the k-nn classifier practically had no effect on the
classification process. Thus, it is not influenced
significantly its indicators. Significant impact on the
classification of segments with ak-nn classifier was the
measure, the type of similarity metrics. The figure shows
that the Euclidean measure in each case, for each terms
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space, gives significantly worse results than Jacard,
Cosine or Dice measure.

Table 4: The best indicators obtained with each classifier (weight
binary terms). Source: [own elaboration]

Number
of
terms

Classifier Precision Recall F-measure

16030 Unweighted k-
nn, k = 9, Jacard
similarity, Cosine
similarity*

0.898 0.897 0.897

Weightedk-nn, k =
8, Dice similarity,
Jacard similarity*

0.902 0.901 0.901

Rocchio, Jacard
similarity, Cosine
similarity*

0.839 0.829 0.830

Naive Bayes 0.861 0.851 0.845
Global nearest-
weighted subclass
centroid with use a
di and p j , Jaccard
similarity, Cosine
similarity*

0.840 0.832 0.832

10475 Unweighted k-
nn, k = 3, Jacard
similarity

0.858 0.852 0.854

Weightedk-nn, k =
8, Jacard similarity

0.866 0.860 0.861

Rocchio, Jacard
similarity, Cosine
similarity*

0.818 0.799 0.805

Naive Bayes 0.834 0.820 0.817
Global nearest-
weighted subclass
centroid with use a
di and p j , Cosine
similarity, Jacard
similarity*

0.815 0.799 0.802

8215 Unweighted k-
nn, k = 7, Jacard
similarity

0.895 0.894 0.894

Weightedk-nn, k =
9, Jacard similarity

0.899 0.898 0.898

Rocchio, Jacard
similarity, Cosine
similarity*

0.831 0.819 0.820

Naive Bayes 0.883 0.880 0.881
Global nearest-
weighted subclass
centroid with
use a p j , Cosine
similarity*

0.834 0.824 0.825

Table 5: F-measure coefficients of Rocchio classifier and his for
different weighting schemes terms i.e. binary, TF and TF-IDF.
Source: [own elaboration]

Number of terms Terms weight type Classifier F-measure

8215 Binarna ck 0.82
cp 0.825

TF ck 0.818
cp 0.822

TF-IDF ck 0.861
cp 0.869

10475 Binarna ck 0.805
cp 0.802

TF ck 0.799
cp 0.8

TF-IDF ck 0.847
cp 0.849

16030 Binarna ck 0.83
cp 0.833

TF ck 0.829
cp 0.834

TF-IDF ck 0.87
cp 0.878

Figure4 shows the best coefficients obtained from the
classification process using the selected classifiers. This
figure shows that the use ofn-grams base in the
classification process makes the operation of all the
classifiers is worse. Lemmatization process significantly
affect the naive Bayes classifier. Improving the coefficient
of F-measure is 3.5% for the set of segments containing
1630 features and 6.5% for the set of segments containing
1630 features.

The results of the classification process via Rocchio
classifier and its author modifications at different weight
schemes: binary, TF, TF-IDF has been put together. This
summary presents figure5.

In order to discuss the recall and precision charts,
which is shown in figure5, created an additional
summary statistics. Table5 presents these statistics. This
table contains the best F-measure coefficients of Rocchio
classifier (in the figure5 and table5 marked asck) and a
classifier which was based on him (in the figure 5 and
table 5 marked ascp).

According to the data which are presented in table5
and figure5, the Rocchio classifier and its modifications
work best when using TF-IDF weights. TF-IDF weights
give the best classification results for a set of segments
consisting of 16,030 and 8,215 terms. Rocchio classifier,
which uses a collection of 16.030 terms, gives 87%
coefficient of F-measure. This coefficient is 87.8% when
using authorial modifications. So the quality of
classification could be increased by 0.8%. Rocchio
classifier using reduced terms space to 8,215 terms and
using TF-IDF weight gave 86.1% coefficient of
F-measure. This coefficient is 86.9% when using
authorial modifications. So the quality of classification
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Fig. 3: Comparison chart of F-measure fork-nn classifier (weight binary terms). Source: [own elaboration]

could be increased by 0.8%. Reduce by half the number
of terms does not significantly influence the degradation
indicators of classification. This reduction influenced to
reducing the effects of proposed modifications to the
classification. Few substantial effect modification of the
classification process can be seen when using binary and
TF weights. In the case of Rocchio classifier using a set of
16,030 features, the F-measure coefficient of
measurement for binary weight increased from 83% to
83.3% . So there was an increase by only 0.3%. While the
weighting scheme TF for the same coefficient rose
slightly by 0.5% from 82.9% to 83.4%. Using a set
consisting of 8,215 terms obtained improved Rocchio
classifier in a binary weighting scheme. Coefficient of
F-measure increased by 0.5% from 82% to 82.5%. This
coefficient for weighting scheme TF grew from 81.8% to
82.2%, and thus improved by less than 0.4%. Most
insensitive to the modification of the classifier was a set
of segments which uses a collection of 10,475 terms. This
collection also gave the worst results of the classification.

3 Conclusions

In the article author presents the proposed segments
classification process (semantic classification). The
author has demonstrated the applicability of solutions for
data mining (artificial intelligence, machine learning) to
classification of segments that are part of the report. The
results obtained from experiments, processing of Polish
texts (segments), are broadly consistent with the results
obtained in the world, i.e. with experiments on English
texts [20,15]. Using a simple linguistic filter (onlyfeature
construction), the author received a satisfactory
classification results of up to 90% of correctly classified
segments. The proposed modifications by the author
Rocchio classifier have not worked to the end of the
study. These modifications gave a slight improvement
Rocchio classifier, or much worse classification
parameters. The conclusion is that the class of segments
cannot be modeled in this way, i.e. using additional meta
information. However, author sees the possibility of
applying meta-information in the classification using
Bayesian networks. These networks allow the integration
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of additional domain knowledge (meta information) to the
process of inference [9].

Furthermore, research on Rocchio classifier and its
modifications have shown that changing the term weight
significantly improves the classification. Therefore it
would be possible to expand studies on the use of mixed
models and kernel estimators or normal distributions of
term in a naive Bayes classifier. Despite the fact that
classifiers based on nearest neighbors give the best results
of their real implementation on the segments
classification system is limited. This limitation is
associated with the complexity ofk-nn algorithms and
classification time. Building a model based on the entire
data set is an expensive process. For this reason it is
recommended Naive Bayes and extending research on
probabilistic methods of classification. Probabilistic
model gives good results. These results are close to the
k-nn classifier that use alinguistic filter with
lemmatization terms. This filter should be followed to
implement the element associated with thefeature
selection. This element is implemented to reduce the
space of terms. The feature selection can be done using
probabilistic ranking model likeentropyor giving a set of
attributes best describe the class like aconvex and
piecewise linearor another filter models [19,6].

Currently there are no documented reports of analysis.
In the available literature of domain, the author could not
find any processes or methods to process the reports. For
these reasons can be considered that studies reports in the
manner proposed by the author, are innovative in polish
rescue fire service field. In the longer term research can
yield for commander benefits such as structural CBR
systems. Bases of these systems can subsequently be
supplemented by information, coming also from the
reports. Supplementation can be developed and
implemented through information extraction system. The
system realized the second stage of structuring
(description of this stage was placed in the article
appearing on the stage of review in the Polish Military
University of Technology Bulletin).
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